
THE MOST PAINFUL THING
IS WHEN IT HEALS

“Hello! It was a long time since my last post.
I don't know if someone has passed what I facing right
now:
I am in one of those stages where I don't have "devotee
desires." It is not the first time that happens to me... but
now is different.
Since I discovered this site and I put name to my "fancy",
I feel more real, less lost.
The problem is that not only I don't feel "devotee desires"
but I don't feel desires of absolutely anything. I feel
completely numb. For this "reluctance", I find very
difficult to explain what I am feeling at this moment.
If you felt this, what did you do? this sensation of "limbo"
is very frustrating.”

“I empathize with you, although I have never been
through what you're feeling right now. All I can think of

is maybe you just need to give it time, and not really force the issue of being a "devotee". At some
point, you will probably see more clearly about this "passion" of yours, be it something you will
feel encouraged to pursue or something that is just a fleeting fancy once you've already labeled it.
As far as psychology goes (mind you I'm far from being a psychologist) there are some people who
keep striving for a certain goal, and once they've reached the goal, then all passion fizzles out. I'm
thinking along the same lines for you. When you didn't know what this "thing" was, you were
passionate about finding out more about it. Once you've "discovered" or "labeled" it, then perhaps
you've just decided (subconsciously) to step back from it because you've already "reached the goal"
so to speak. I am guilty of the same line of thinking, but fortunately, it's never been about my
devotism.
Not sure if I actually answered your question, but I hope this insight helped a bit.”

“I have found I also go through very dry periods when nothing at all seems to get me aroused. Are
you feeling generally depressed or very stressed lately? Both of those things can turn the libido
right off.
Like the others have said, the drive is not always a consistent thing and can vary in intensity just
as it would if you were not a dev. Please stay with us, if you can, and give yourself some slack.”

“You are right! I am facing a period of a lot of depressions. I don't have time at all for myself. I
feel a terrible burden; it is as if my life weighed tons. But that's the modern life, the problems and
the stress. Thank you, because I had not associated it. It's surely owes to that my total lack of
desire.”
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After 3 months and a half...

“Well, girls... Here I am again, after this long time!!
Let me told you that, besides health problems, I've been sunk in a deep depression. Everything
indicates that I've touched bottom and I'm beginning to get to the surface. It was too dark! I
suppose my doctor is right and the fibromyalgia has a lot to do with my current state.
At least, I have discovered that I didn't have desires for absolutely nothing; nothing satisfied me,
nothing filled me up. I never thought it was going to be so hard for me to accept the Fibro. Now I
have recaptured my "artistic therapy"... I have painted, transformed and almost drawn all my
house!!, LOL
In the darkest moment of my depression, I was happened to write a letter to my couple to tell him
how I feel and how much it hurts... that was a wonderful catharsis!!... I had forgotten how good it
feels to write!! 13 years ago I'd abandoned the writing...
Now, I have to try to adapt my life to the fibro and see how to go on (the pain is the worst part).
But I believe that I am improving, slowly and step by step.”

My opinion:

Yes, it's nice to be devotee, but we feel naked when you no longer feel our usual tingling, when
our desires disappear. Worse, even the videos, the best ideas do us anything. So what happiness
is awakened one morning, and again think of paraplegic from morning to night. How fortunate to
come across a beautiful boy with an outdoor cafe. In love it is the same, love is a pleasant
sensation, but the most painful thing is when it heals. (Michel Sardou).

Source:

http://paradevo.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=devs&action=display&thread=1136

http://devoteedisabled.multiply.com/journal/item/87/MentalOrgasms?&show_interstitial=1&u=%2
Fjournal%2Fitem
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